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This ship, with its uncertain destination is much like this woman’s sex,” she begins, pointing to a spot just below her navel. “For, herein lies the potential for many things, and yet they are all conjecture, fantastic tales for our new future set up by right-thinking men and their well-meaning wives. But this sex, despite all outside expectations, no matter the damage done to it previous or present, has quite the will of its own, creating juices where at first there were none and creating disease and vitality from the same brew.

This woman’s body is like our history, starting from places of darkest mystery and capable of bringing to light New Worlds. The boat between,” her hands drifted down and merge into a V pulling faded calico taut over her thighs, “our ancestors filled with the murky slime of death.

And our history is now like the death of the father, whose death we fear more than our uncertain lives. Our father, that peculiar institution, has left us here to rebirth our own bodies without benefit of conflict, love or land.

Is this a rebirth, or is this a slow death for which one can only seek life’s blood – although we know not whose? This woman’s ship-shaped sex casts a wide net, trying to incriminate or absolve all that inhibits our rebirth. This ship will swallow us and regurgitate our remains in some new form. Women’s pictures on Liberty’s black charms, our bodies are reborn at the hands of liberty demise.”
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